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for lots of Americans, Sweden used to conjure pictures of Viking raiders and settlers. by way of
contrast, modern Sweden is without doubt one of the world's so much complicated international
locations when it comes to politics, social welfare, gender equality, general of living, technology,
the arts, and participation in nearby and international developments. Nordstrom strains the
historical past of Sweden, detailing its prehistory and Viking past.This ebook exhibits how a
rustic ruled for years by way of a eu monarchial procedure slowly--and now and then
grudgingly--changed into the egalitarian, democratic process of today. beginning with an advent
on Sweden's geography, people, and government, Nordstrom examines the political and
cultural historical past of the rustic in six chapters. additionally incorporated are a bibliographical
essay, an index, and a biographical part with snap shots of greater than 50 noteworthy Swedes,
making this narrative account is the main updated normal historical past of Sweden available.
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